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The, remarks which follow haw appawntly nwev been
published before. Their appe.mwe in the NEWSLETTER

~?4 *Ome m a WUdi ‘memorial tribute to their wtho,, ad a
aalw$aw stimulm’ to mfleotio?z (md an intellectual change of
w.@ for FAS numbers. The As.wm”atwn of Los Abzwwa
Scientists became the Los Almos Chapter of the FAS. The
NEWSLETTER editor is grateful to William A. fligin-
bothwn for bn”nging Oppenheimer,s talk to he!’ attwtim wad
fop furwkhing the text.

I am grateful to the Executive Cmmnittaa for this chance
to talk to you. I should like to talk tonight-if some of yrm
have long memories perhaps you will regard it as justified—
as a fellow scientist, and at least as a fellow worrier about
the fix we are in. I do not have anything very radical to say,
or anything that will strike most of you with a great flash of
enlightenment. I don’t have anything to say that will h of an
immense encouragement. In some ways I would have liked to
talk to you at an earlier date-but I muldn>t talk to you as a
Director. I could not talk, and will not tonight talk, too much
about the practiaal political problems which am involved.
There is one good reason for +&44 don’t know very much
about practical politics. And there is another reason, which
has to some extent restrained me in the past. As you know,
some of us have been asked to k technical advisocs to the
Secretary of War, and through him to the President. In the
course of this we have naturally discussed things that were
on our minds and have been made, often very willingly, tke
recipient of confidences; it is not possible to speak in detail
about what Mr. A thinks and Mr. B doesn’t think, or what is
going to happen next week, without violating these ccmfi.
dences. I don’t think that% importrmt. I think there are
issues which are quite simple and quite deep, and whicl in-
volve us as a group of .wientisbinvolve us more, perhaps
than any other group in the world. I think that it can only
heip to look a little at what our situation k—at what has
happened to us--and that this must give us some honesty,
some insight, which will be a source of strength in what nmy
be the nvtAoo-e.asy days ahead. I would like to take it as
deep and serioas as I know how, and then perhaps come fo
more immediate questions in the course of the diwmssion
later. I want anyone who feels like it to ask me a question
and if I aan’t answer it, as will often be the case, I will jmt
kave to say so.

What has happened to u.+-it is really rather major, it is so
major that I think in some ways one returns to the greatest
developments of the twentieth century, to the discovery of
relativity, and to ‘& whole development of atomic theory
and its interpretation in terms of complemwntarity, for
analogy. These things, as you know, forced us to re-censider
the relations between science and common sense. They forced
on us the recognition that the fact that we were in the
habit of talking a certain language and using certain concepts
did not necessarily imply that there was anything in the real
world, to correspond to these. They forced us to be prapa~d

(Continued on page 2, column 1)’

NEWS ITEMS

The Soviet parliament has ratified the space treaty. The
treaty, signed on January 27th, had earlier been ratified by
the U.S. Senate on April 25th (see the April Newsletter).
The four-month delay between the treaty signing and
the Soviet ratification had lead to fears that Moscow was
holding up ratification out of irritation at U.S policies in
Vietnam. The MaY 19tb announcement that tbe Presidium
(executiw body) of the Supreme Soviet (parliament) had
ratified the space treaty may pave the way for Soviet
ratification of the Soviet-American consular convention, al-
read y approved by the U.S. Senate. (New York Tiww;
20 May 1967)

******

The creation of a European Institute of Science and Tech-
nology has been proposed as one way 60 narrow the tech-
nological gap between the U.S. and Western Europe. The
P,OPOSA W= One Of several dozen made at z fo~-~y mn-
ference of 70 U.S. and European businessmen, scientists,
academicians, and public officials at a conference in Norman-
dy. Among observations made at tbe conference: The “gap”
is not all in one dimction-Eumpe leads in some chemical
industries, for instance. The “gap” is not exclusively tech-
nological, but shows up also in management techniques, edu-
cation, and marketing. In general, the European educational
system must be “democraticized’’-opened to more people and
rearranged to allow a more up to date and flexible mix of
subject matters. A particular fmms of discussion was the gap
in computer technology, zmd what might be done about it.
(New York Times; 30 May 1967)

******

Another Par.em in Terris conference, sponsored by the
Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, met in
Geneva at the end of May. Neither the Russians, the North
Vietnamese, nor the National Liberation Front were repre-
sented, in spite of invkations. The conferees found them-
selves confronted not only with the Vietnamese War but the
Middle East crisis as well. Mm.rtin LutheT King attacked
U.S. policy in Vietnam; Thailand’s Foreign Minister Thanat
Khoman defended ik There was controversy over the issue
of whether UN Secretary General U Thmt should have
withdrawm the UN forms <mm the Middle East so quickly
when President Nasser demanded their withdrawal. Relative-
ly few new arguments or practical suggestions appear to have
emerged from the wnf erence. (NEW York T%.s, 30 MaY
1967. See aka James Reston’s evaluation of the conference
in the same issue of the Time8. )

******

A p+ssible international chain of multi.p”rpwe “nuckm
energy centers” that might break the vicious cycle of poverty
in ,underdeveloped countries will be assessed by an AEC study
group starting this summer. Envisioned are a number of
sma!l-scale atomic counterparts of the Tennessee Valley
Authority, produoing power, purided water,, ‘and (taking
advantage of the cheap power) f ert.ilizers and other chemi-
cak.. AEC Commissioner Ramey broached the idea in a
Wasbingtori address to the International Conference on Water

(Continued on page 6, column 1)
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for the inadequacy of the ways in which hanmn being-a
attempted to deal with reality, for that reality. In some ways
I think these virtues, which scientists quite reluctantly were
forced to learn by the nature of the world they W~Te2 study-
iW, may be useful even today in preparing us for somewhat
more radical views of what the issues are than wmld be
natural . . easy for people who had not been thimugh this
experience.

But the real impact of the creation of the atomic bomb and
atomic weapon-to understand that one has to look further
back, look, I think, h the times when physical science was
growiw in the days of the renaissance, and when the threat
that science offered was felt so deeply tbrcmghcmt the Chris-
tian world. The analogy is, of course, not perfect. Ycm may
even wish to think of the days in the last century when the
theories of evolution seemed a threat to the values by which
men lived. The analogy is not perfect because there is
nothing in atomic weapons—there is certminly nothing that
we have done here or in the physics of chemistry that imme-
diately preceded our work her+in which any revolutionary
ideas were involved. I don’t think that the conceptions of
nuclwm fission have strained anY man’s attempts to under-
stand them, and I don’t feel that any of us have really learned
in a deep sense “cry mud fmm following this up. It is in a
quite different way. It’s not an idea—it is a development and
a reality-but it has in common with the early days of physi-
cal science the fact that the very existence of science is
threatened, amd its value is threatened. This is the point that
I would like to speak a little about.

I think that it hardly needs to be said why the impact is so
strong. There are three reasons: one k the extraordinary
speed with which things which were right on the frontier of
science were translated into t- where they tiected many
living people, and potentially all people. Another is the fact,
quite accidental in many ways, and connected with the speed,
that scientists themselves played such a large part., not
merely in providing the foundation for atomic weapons, but
in actually making them. In’ this we are certainly closer t.o it
than any other group. The third is that the thing we made--
partly b-use of the technical nature of the problem, partly
be-cause we worked hard, partly because we had good breaks
—really arrived in the world with such a shattering reality
and suddenness that there was no oppm+mmity for the edges
to’ be worn off.

In cxmsidering what the situation of science is, it may be
helpful to think a little of what people said and felt of their
motives in coming into this job. One always has to worry
that what people’ say of their motives is not adequate. Many
people said different things, and most of them, I think, had
some validity. There was in the first place the great concern
that our enemy might develop thase weapons before we did,
and the feeling-at least, in the early days, the very strong
feeling—that without atomic weapons it might be very diiii-
cult, it rqight he an impossible, it might be an incredibly long
thing to win the war. These things wore off a little as it be-
came clear that the war would be won in any case. Some
people, I think, were motivated by curiosity, and rightly so;
and some by a sense of adventure, and rightly so. Others had
more pditiad arguments and said, “Well, we know that
atomic weapons are in principle possible, and it is not right
that the threat of bheir unrealized possibility should hang
over the world. It is right that the world should know what
can be done in their field and deal with it.” And the people
added to that that it was a time when d over the world men
would be particularly ripe and open for dealing with this
problem because of the immediacy of the evils of war, be-
cause of the uni~ersal cry from everyone that one could not
go through this thing again, even a war without atomic
bombs. And there was finally, and I think rightly, the fd-
ing that there was probably no place in the world where the
development of atomic weapom would have a better chance
of leading to a reasonable solution, and a smaller chance of

leading to disaster, than within the United States. I beLieve
aLl these things that people said am true, and I think I said
them all myself at one time or another. A,

But when you omne right down to it the reason that we did ‘
this job is heaause it was an organic necessity. If you are a
scientist you cannot stop such a thing. If you are a scientist
you believe that itisgood to find out how the world works;
that it is good to find out what the realities are; that it is
good to turn over to mankind at large the greatest powible
power to control the world and to deal with it according to
its lights and its va.!ues.

There has hem a lot of talk about the evil of Semwy, of
concealment, of control, of wecm?ity. Some of that talk has
been on a rather low plane, limited really to saying that it is
difficult or inconvenient to work in a world where you me not
free bo do what ym want. I think that the talk has hem
justified, and that the almost unanimous resistance of scien-
tists to the imposition of control and secrecy is a justified
position, but I think that the reason for it may lie a little
deeper. I think &at it comes from the fact that secrecy
strikes at the very root of what science is, and what it is for.
It is not possib+eto be z scientist unless you believe that it is
good to learn. It is net good to be a scientist, and it is not
possible, unless you think that it is of the highest value “to
share your knowledge, to share it with anyone who is inter-
ested. It is not possible tc be a scientist unless ,you believe
that the knowledge of the world, and the power which this
gives, is a thing which is of intrinsic value to imnwmity, and
that you are using it to help in the spread of knowledge, and
are willing to take the consequences. And, therefore, I tihink
that this resistance which we feel and see all around us to
~ythi~ which is an attempt ‘w treat science of the future
as though it were nather a dangerous thing, a thing that
must be watched and managed, is rdsisted not because of its
inomvenienc+I think we are in a position where we must be
willing to take any imcmvenience--but resisted because it is =.
based on a philosophy incompatible with that by which we
live, and have learned to live in the past.

There are many people who try to wiggle out of this. They
say the reaJ importance of a?mmie energy does not lie in the
weapons bhat have been made; the real importance lies in all
the great benefits which atomic energy, whicl the various
radiations, will bring to mankind. There may be some truth
in this. I am sure that there is truth in it, bemuse there has
never in the past been Q new field opened up where tbe real
fruits of it have not been invisible at the beginning. I have
a very high confidence that the fruits-the so-called peacet-
ime applications--of atomic energy will have in them all
that we think, and mm-e. There are ethers who try to esczpe
the immediacy of this situation by sayiqg that, after all, wag
has always been very terrible; after dl, weapons have always
gotten worse and worse; that this is just another weapon, and
it doesn’t create a great change; that they are not M bad;
bombings have been bad in this war and this is not a clmnge
in that-it just adds a little to the effactiveness of bombing;
that some mrt of protection will be found. I think that these
efforts to diilme and weaken the nature of the crisis make it
only more dangerous. I think it is for us to accept it as a
very grave crisis, to realize that these atomic weapons which
we have started to make m-e very terrible, that they involve a
change, that they are not just a slight modification: to accept
this, and ‘m accept with it the nwessity for those tmnsforma-
tions in the world which will make it possible to inte~ate
these developments into human life.

As scientists I think we have perhaps a little greater ability
to accept change, and accept radical change, because of our
experiences in the pursuit of science. And that may help u.?---
that: and the fact that we have lived with it-to be of some
use m understanding these problems.

..+ .

It is clear to me that wars have changed. It is clear to me
that if thase first bombs-the bomb that was dropped on
Nagasaki-that if these an destroy ten square miles, then
that is really quite something. It is clear b me that they
are going to be very cheap .3 anyone wants to make them;
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it is clear to me that this is a situation where a quantitative
change, and a change in which the advantage of aggression
compared to defem+of attack compared to defense-is
shifted, where this quantitative change has all the cba,mcter
of a change in qm.Iity, of a change in the nature of the world,
I know tkat whweas wars have become intolerable, and the
question would Imve been raised and would have been pm-sued
after this wax’ more ardently than after the last of whether
there was not smxe method by which they could be averted.
But I think the advent of the atomic bomb and the fads which
will get around that they are not too hard to make, that they
will be universal if people wislh to make them universal, that
they will not constitute a real drtiin cm the ~mmmy of any
strong nation, and that their power of destruction will grow
and is already incomparably granter than that of any other
n-capon—I think these things meate a new situation, m new
that there is some danger, even some danger in believing,
that what Ve have is a new argument for arrangements, f m
hopes, that existed before this development took place. By
that I rneamthat much as I like to hear advocates of a world
federation, m advor&es of a United Nations organization,
who have been taking of these things for years—much as I
like to hear them say that here is a new argument, I think
that they are in part missing the point, because the point is
not that atomic weapons constitute a new argument. Them
have always been good arguments, The pint is that atomic
weapons constitute also a field, a new fiel~ and a new oppo-
rtunity for realizing preconditions. I Lhink when people talk
of the fact that this is not mdy a great peril, but a great hope,
this is what they should mean. 1 do not think they should
mean the unknown, though sure, value of industrial and
scientific virtues of atomic energy, but rather the eimple fact
that in this field, bemuse it is a threat, because it is a ~eril,
and because it has certain special characteristics, to whick I
will return, there exists a possibility of realizing, of begin-
ning to realize, those changes which are needed if there is to
be any peace.

Those are very far-reaching changes, They are changes in
the relations between nations, not mdy in spirit, not only in
law, but also in mnm~ion and feeling. I don’t know which
of these is prior; tihey must all work together, and only the
gradual interaction of one on the other can make a reality. I
don’t agree with those who say the first step is to have a
structure of international law. I don% agree with thaw who
say the only thing is to have friendly feelings. All of these
things will reinvolved. I think it is true to say that atomic
weapons area peril which affect everyone inthewwrld, and in
that sense a completely common problem, as common apmb-
lemasit was fortbe Allies to defeat the Nazis. Itbink that
in order to handle this oommcm problem there must be a
aomplete sense of ccmummity responsibility. I do not think
that one may expect tiatpeople will contribute to the solution
of the mwblem until tkev are aware of their abilitv to take
part in”the solution. I &ink that it is a field in ~hicb the
im.plementa.tion of such a common respomibility has certain
decisime advantages, It is a new field, in which the position
of vested interests in various parts of the world is wxy much
less swriogsth.an in others. It is se,icus in this country, and
that is one of our problems. It is a new field, in which the
role of sciencehasbeen so great that it is to my mind hardly
thinkable that the international traditions of science, and the
fraternity of scientists, should not play a constructive part.
It is a new field, in which just the novelty and the speciaf
characteristics of the technical operations should enable one
to establish a community of interest which might almost be
regarded as a pilot piant for a new type of international
collaboration. I speak of it as a pilot phmt because it is quite
clear that the oontnol of atomic weapons cannot be in itself
the unique end of such operation. The only unique e“d em
be a world that is united, and a world in which war will not
occur. But those things don’t happen overnight, and in this
field it wotid seem that one could get started, and get started
without meeting ihose insuperable obstacles which histow has
so oftehplacef in the way of any effort of cooperation. Now,
this isnat an easy tbing, and the point I want to make, the
one point 1 want to hammer home, is what an enormous

ebangein spirit is involved. There arethingswhicb we hold
very dear, and I think rightly hold very dear; I would say
that the word democracy perhaps stood for some of them
as well aszmy other word. There aremamy parts of the world
inwhichthere is no democracy. There areotber things which
weholddear~ and whitiwe rightly should. And when I speak
of a new spmit in international aiTaim I mean that even to
these deepest of things whicJ we cherish, and for which
Americam have been willing to di+andcertiainly most of us
would be willing to di~ven in these deepest things, we
realize that tkere is sometbi~ more profound than that;
namely, the common bond with other men everywhere. It is
only if You do that that this makes sense; because if You
approach the problem and say, “We know what is right and
we would like to me the domic bomb to persuaie you to
agree with us,” then you are in a very weak positionand YOU
will not succeed, because under those conditions you will not
succeed in delegating responsibility SOTthe survival of men.
It is a purely unilateral statement; you will find yourselves
attempting by force of arms to prevent a d:saster.

I want to express the utmost sympathy with the people who
have t.o grapple with this problem and in the strongest terms
tourge~ou not to underestimate its difficulty. Ican thinkof
an anabogy, and I hope it is not a completely gwd analogy:
in tbe days in the first half of the nineteenth century there
were many people, mostly in the North, but some in the
South, who fihought that there was no evil on eartk more
degradin@ hathuman slavery, and nothing $hat they would
more willingly devote their lives to than its eradication. Al-
ways when I was youqg I wondered why it was that when
Lincoln was President he did not declare that the war against
the Soutk, when it broke out, wasawa.r that slaveryshould
be abolished, that this was the central point, the rallying
point, of tkatwar. Lincoln wasseverely criticized bymanyof
the Abolitionists as you know, by many then called radicals,
because he seemed to beweginga warwbich didnot hit the
thing that was most important. But Lineo]nrealizwf, and I
have only in the last months come to appreciate the depth and
wisdom of it!thatb eyondtheissueof skwerywastheis sueof
the communltyof the people of the country, and the issue of
the Union. I hope that today will not bean issue calling for
war; but I wanted to remind you that in order b preserve
the union Lincoln had to subordinate the immediate problem
of the eradication of slavery, andtrus&and I tbinkif he bad
had his way it would have gone so—to the conflict of these
ideas in a united people to eradicate it.

These are somewhat general remarks and it maybe appro-
priate to say one or two things that are a little more
pro.granmmtic, that are not quite so hard to get one’s hands
on. That is, what sort of agreement between nations would
be a reasonable start. I don’t know the answer to this, and
I am very sure that m apriori answer should be given, that
it is something that is goin,g to take consbant working out.
But I think it is a thing where it will not hurt to have some

(Continued on page 4, column 1)
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reasonably concrete proposal. And I would go a step further
and say of even such questions as the great question of
secrecy-which perplexes scientists and other peopl+that
even this was not a suitable subject for unilateral action. If
atomic energy is to be treated as an international problem,
as I think it must be, if it is to be treated cm the basis of an
international ,ewponsibility and an international common con-
cern, the problems of secrezy are also international problems.
I don’t mean by that that our present classifmations and our
present, in many cases inevitably ridiculous, procedures should
be maintined. I mean that the fundamental problem of how
to treat this peril ought not to be treated unilaterally by the
United States, or by the United States in conjunction with
Great Britain.

The first thing I would say about any proposals is that they
ought to he regarded as interim proposals, and that whenever
they are made, it be understood and agreed that within a year
or two yews—whatever seems a reasonable time—they will
be reconsidered and *he problems which have ~sen, and tie
new developments which have occurred, will cause a rewrit-
ing. I think the only point is that there should be a few
things in these proposals whicl will work in the right direc-
tion, and that the things should be accepted without forcing
all of the clmqges, whicl we know must ultimately occur,
upon people who will not be ready for them. This is anyone’s
guess, but it would seem to me that if you took these four
points, it might work: first, that we are dealing with an
interim solution, so recognized. Second, that the nations
participating in the arrangement would have a joint atomic
energy commission, operating under the most broad directives
from the diferent states, but with a power which only they
had, and which was not subject to review by the heads of
Sbate~ to go ahead with those constructive applications of
atormc energy which we would all like to see developed—
energy sources, and the innumerable research tools which are
immediate possibilities. Third, that there would be not
merely the possibilityy of exchange of scientists and students;
that very, very concrete machinery more or less foming such
exchange should be established, so that we would be quite
sure that the fraternity of scientists would be strengthened
and that *he bonds on which so much of the future depends
would have some reinforcement and some scope. And fim.rth,
I would say that no bombs be made. I don’t know whether
these proposals are gocd ones, and I think that anyone in
this SIWUP would have his own proposals. But I mention
them as very simple things, which I don’t believe solve the
problem, and which I want to make clear are not the ultimate
or even a touch of the ultimate, but which I think ought to be
s~d” right away; which I believ~tbough I know very
little of this-may very well be acceptable to any of the
nations that wish to become partners with us in this great
undertaking.

One of the quest;ons which You will want to hear more
aboukand which I cSmonly partly hope to succeed in answer-
ing—is k what extent such views, essentially the view that
the life of science is threatened, the life of the world is
threatened, and that only a profound revision of what it is
that constitutes a $idng worth fightii for and a thing worth
living for cam this crisis be met-b what extent these views
are held by other men. They are certainly not held uni~er-
sally by scientists; but I think they are in agreement with all
of the expressed opinions of this group, and I know that
many of my friends here see pretty much eye to eye. I
would speak especially of Bohr, who was hare so much during
the difficult days, who had many discussions with us, and
who helped us reach the conclusion that not only a desirable
solution, but that it was the unique solution, that there were
no other alternatives.

I would say that among scient&ts there w certain cen-
trif~al tendencies which seem to me a little dangerous, but
not very. One of them is the attempt to try, in this hnperilled
world, in which the very function of science is threatened, tn

make convenient arwmgements for the continuance of science,
and to pay very little attention to the preconditions which
give sense to it. Another is the tendency to say we must
haw a free science and a strong science, because this will
make us a strong nation and enable us to fight better wars.
It seems to me that this is a profound mistake, and I don’t
like .to hear it. The third is even odder, and it is to say, “Oh
give the bombs to the United Nations for police purpwes, and
let us get back to physics and chemistry.” I think none of
these are really held very widely, but they e-how that there
are people who are desperately trying to avoid what I think
is the most difficult problem. One must expect these false
solutions, and overeasy solutions, and these are three which
pop up from time to time.

As far as I can tell in the world outside tiere are many
people just as quick to see the gravity of the situation, and
to understand it in terms not so different from those 1 have
tried to outline. It is not only among scientists that there are
wise people and foolish people. I b-we had ocoasion in the last
few months to meet people who bad to do with the Govern-
ment-the legislative branches, the administrative branches,
and even the jwiicial branches, and 1 have found.. many in
whom an understanding of what this problem is, w,nd of the
general lines along which it can be solved, is very clear. I
would especially mention the former Secretary of War, Mr.
Stimson, who, perhaps as much as any man, seemed to appr+
ciate how hopeless and how impractical it was to attack this
problem on a supe~ficial le@, and whose devotion bo the
de~elopment of abomie weapons was in large measure gov-
erned by his understanding of the hope that lay in it that
there would he a new world. I know this is a surprise, because
most people think that the WW Depwtsnent has as its unique
function the making of war. The Secretary of War has other
functions.

I think this is another question of importance: that is, what
views will be held on these matters in other countries. I think
it is important to realize that even those who are well
informed in this country have been slow to understand, slow
to believe that the bombs would work, and then slow to
understand that their working would present such profound
problems. We have certain interests in playing up the bomb,
not only we here locally, but all over the country, because we
made them, and our pride is involved. I think that in other
lands it may be even more difficult for an appreciation of the
magnitude of the ‘thing b tike hold. For this reason, I’m not
sure that the greatest opportunities for progress do not lie
somewhat further in the future tham I had for a long time
thought.

There have been two or three official s’uatements by the
President which defined, as nearly as their in some. measure
inevitable contradictions made possible, the official policy of
the Government. And I think tlwt one must not be entirely
discouraged by the fact that there are contradictions, because
the contradictions show that the problem is being understood
as a difficult one, is temporarily being ~egarded as an
insoluble one. Certainly You w-ill notice, especially in the
message to Congress, many indicm,tions of a sympathy with,
and an understanding of, the views whicl this group holds,
and whiti I have discussed bri&y tonight. I think all of us
were encouraged at the phrase “too Evolutionary to comsider
in the framework of old ideas.” That’s about what we all
think. I think all of us were encouraged by the seine of
urgency that was frequently and emphatically stressed. I
think all of us must b encouraged by the remgnition, the
official recognition by the Government of the importam~f
the overriding importance-of the free exchange of scientific
ideas and scientific information between all countries of the
world. It would certainly b ridiculous to regard this as a
finaI end, but I think that it would also be a very dangerous
thii not to realize that it is a precondition. I am myself
somewhat discouraged by the limitation of tie objective to the
elimination of &tomic weapons, and I have seen many articles,
—probably you have, tco,-in which this is interpreted u

(Continued on page S, column 1)
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follows: “Let us get international agreement to outlaw atomic
weapons and then let us go back to having a good, elea.n war?,
This is certainly not a very good way of looking at it. I think,
to say it again, that if one solves the problems presented by
the atomic bcmb, one will have made a pilot plant for soln-
tion of the problem of ending war.

But what is surely the thing which must have t.muhled
you, and which iz-oubled me, in the official statements was
the insistent note of unilateral responsibility for the handling
of atomic weapons. However good the motives of this country
ar+I am not going to argue with the President’s description
of what the motives and the aims ar+we are 140 million
people, and there are two billion pw.ple living on earth. We
must understand that whatever our commitments to mu’ own
views and ideas, and however confident we axe that in the
course of time they will tend to prevail, our absolutim
comcdetely absolu~mmmitment to them. in denial of the
vie;s and ideas of other people, cannot ~ the basis of any
kind of agreement.

As I have said, 1 had for a long time the feeling of the
most urgency, and I think maybe there was something right
&bout that. There was a period immediately after the first
use of the bomb m-hen it seemed most natural that a clear
statement of policy, and the initial steps of implementing it,
should have been made; and it would be wrong for me not to
admit that sometlring may have been lost, and that there may
be tragedy in that 10SS. B“t I think the plain fact is that in
the actual world, and with the actual pmple in it, it has taken
time, and it may take longer, to understand what this is all
about. And I am not sure, as I have said before, thxt in
other lands it won’t fake longer than it does in this country.
As it is now, our only comae is to see what we GUI do to
bring about w understanding on a level deep emm~h to make
a solution practicable, and to do that without undue delay.

One may think that the views suggested in the Presidemt’s
Navy Day speech are not entirely encouraging that many
men who are more versed than we in the practical art of
statesmanship have seen more hope in a mdical view, whiti
may at first sight saem visionary, than in an approach on a
more conventional level.

I don’t have very much more to say. There area few things
which scientists perhaps should remember, that I don’t think
I need to remind us of; but I will, amyway. One is that they
are very often called upon to give tedmical information in
one way or smother, and I think one cannot be too careful to
be honest. And it is very ditlicult, not because one ‘tells lies,
but because so often questions me pnt in a form which makes
it very hard to give an answer which is not misleading, I
think we will be in a very weak pesition unless we maintain
at its highest the scrupulousness which is traditional for us
in sticking to tbe truth, and in distinguishing between what
we know to be true from what we hope may be true.

The sec?nd thing I think it right to speak of is this: it is
everywhere felt that the fraternity between us and scientists
in other comd.ries may be one of the mcwt helpful things for
the future; yet it is apparent that even in this country not
all of us. who are scientists are in agreement. There is m
harm in that; such disagreement is healthy. But we must

(Cuntinued on page 8, column 2)

Editor’s Note -

Problems of echeckding and space have excluded from
this NEWSLETTER the usual summaries of dew@-
menti in areas of FAS interest. The June NEWS.
LETTER, which “should appear swm, will bring the IImm
and the list of items of interesting reading relatively
up to date. —E. L. P.

,, ,,.

OREAR-HORNIG EXCHANGE OF LETTERSON
CBW PETIT!ON

FAS Ckairmmt Jay Omav has oontributid to the NEWS-
(LETTER the items which jolb?tu. The first latter fvmn

(Dodd F. Hm-nig, Special Ad.sta?tt to the Pvesident M
Sci@noe and Technology, is in ?vspome to an ea$-lier letter
Orear wrote to the President asking what effects the CBW
petition (see the Maroh 1967 and earlier NEWSLETTERS)
may have hod ox U, S. polim”es.

June 9, 1907
Dear Dr. Orear:

On behnlf of the President, I would like to acknowledge
Your letter of MaY 29 concerning the petition to the President
on chemical and biological warfare which was delivered on
February 14.

As I informed Dr. Meselscm in my letter acknowledging
receipt” of tbe petition, the petition has been called to the
attention of “tie interested government agencies and is being
taken into consideration by them in their current study of
this problem. I also pointed out to Dr. Meselson that the
entire problem of chemical and biological warfare has been
the snbject of continuing study within the gOWTI?nent for
some time.

CJm.present policy does ,permit the use i? Vietnam of riot,
.xmtrol agents that are widely used by police forces through
out the world and herbicides that ,are comrnonLv employed. k?
many countries. The reason for the use of these %@s in,
Vietnam has been explained many times and it does not, I
believe, require further justification.

,1 ‘can assure ,YOUthat the Administration is deeply con.
cerned about the problem of chemical and biologhl warfare.
1 would like to call your attention. to our snppOrt last fall fOr
the United Nations General Assembly Resolution which called.
on all States to observe the principles and objectives of the
Geneva Protocol of 1925.

Sincerely,
DONALDF. HoBNii ~

**** *.*

June 10, 1967
Dear Dr. Homig:

Thank you for your prompt reply to my letter Of MaY 29
concerning the Feb. 14 petition of 5000 scientists to the
President. The Federation of American Scientists has sent
a copY of your reply to each of tbe 5000 signers, but we fear
that many of them will not be very satisfied with it. Not only
will they be disappointed that the petition has not resulted
in any policy changes, but that we have not received an ex-
planation or justification of the present policy.

Your letter says “the reason for the use of these agents
(presumably the anti-personnel and anti-crop chemical
magma) in Vietnam has been explained many times and it
does not, I believe, require further justification?’ If suah
explanations do exist, we would greatly appreciate it if you
could send us the appropriate documents, or at least a list of
references. We will then send copies, as promised, to each
of the 6000 signers. We realize that preparation of the
re8ponse we desire might require some effotis on the part of
the appropriate agency; however, one might expect that such
a distinguished group of leaders in American science id
deserving of such effort.

As you may realize, many of the 5000 signers find the
present U.S. policy on chemical weapons confusing and in-
consistent. In order to give some idea of the ecope and detail
of the response we are requesting, 1 have enclosed a sh+
containing just a few of the pobits which we find confusing
in the present policy.

Sincerely,
JAY OREAR

(Continued on page 7, .2&mm 1)
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for Peace and said that this innovation, following on the
spectacular growth of atomic power reactors, might be
brought about in less than a decade. Ramey noted that the
planned nuclear desalting plant near Los Angeles should
produce fresh water at about 20$ F@’ thousand gallons, ocm-
pared with current desalting costs of about a dollar. But
btiger nuclear Plants now being designed might reduce the.
cost to as little as 84, allowing the use of desalted watir in
a~icultum, Heading the study will be Edward Mason and
Manson Benedict, boti of M.I.T. The Indian Government has
already expressed interest in staying in close bw.mh with the
twelve-member study group and will supply a liaison team.
(New York !l%w; 26 May 1967)

***.***

The Space Science Board of the National Academy of
Sc@nces has strongly opposed the orbiting of giant retlectow
that might light the Vietnamese jungles at night. Last year
NASA, acting on a Defense Department request asked five
aerospace c?mpani& to study the feasibility of putting huge
reflectors into. orbit and using them for bacticrd military
purposes. Various pr0p05als emerged for single (&df a mile
in diameter) and multi-mirrors. Astronomers and biologists
strongly opposei the concept. Donald Hornig, White House
~ience, Advisor, ~ assured tie NAS tlmt “f,be Gov_~t
IS not interested m the (mirror) concept at the present time
and no activity on it is visualized.” (NW York f’ima; 26
my 1967)

**.***

The British are planning a new effort to counter the ‘<brain
drain” ‘w the United States. Minister of Technology, An-
thony Berm, announced that recruiting offices ivill be set UP
in, New York and London, and later in San l%misco and
Toronto, to Mtract graduates of American universities, espe-
cially scientists, engineers, and business school graduates, to
jobs in Britisk industry. The aim will be to attract bobh
Americans and Britons who have studied in the United States.
There is no hope that Britain can match American sa,lm-ies,
nor. are, British ti rates likely to be reduced. But Bexm hoped
that the challenge of working in England, of making a con.
trib~tion to European technology, and of traveling mid work.
ing m a ditTerent part of the world should appezd to some
Americans.

A Ministry of Teckmolqgy team reported that the U.S.
would probably contkme bo seek out British graduatw, be-
cause of the gap between tie output of the American edum-
tional system and the expanding demands of industry. It was
nbted that a graduating Ph.D. in England might start at
about $4200 per year compared with as much as $15,000 in
the United States, although the relative differential might be
exp,ected to drop somewhat later on in the careers of
individual scientists. (New York !f’Jme.s,2 May 1967)

*** .*.*

.Some recommendations on tihe proposed 200 Bev accelerator
have been m.@e by a sub-committee of the Congressional Joint
Committee an Atomic Energy. The sub-committee, chaired
by Representative Price of Illinois, suggests: that the design
intensity of,, 3X1O= protons per pulse—rather. than a version
scaled down by about w order m~itud%be maintained;
tlwt +.keAEC s%dy the possibility of constructing the acceler-
itqr w peg@ a possible Iater inc,rease in energy to 300 Bev
qr higher; and” that me AEC SUpemise carefully the choice
Qf,:organizations for desigiing. and eonstruiting, tie ace.elera,
@r, a.nil bpprove all major d:iim, changes an~ procurements
affecting the machine. The AEC has reque~ted $~0 million
in artitect-engineering funds and an additional $2.65 million
in opemating funds for further R&D work on the facility in
its fiscal year 1966’ budget. The Joint Committee has not yet
made its recommendations to C@ngress on tlw AE C’s autSwr-

ization request. (Nevs Release of the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy; 8 May 1967)

****** m
Former Undersecretary of State George Ball has snggested

that Britain mmmnce ber status M a nuclear pawer. Ball
said that this would be “a positive act of statesmanship>> that
might facilitate progress toward a non-proliferation treaty
(NPT), Ball argued that such a British move would
“dramatically disclose the fatuity of the argument that
nuclear bombs a~ a key to world status.>’ (NewJYork Times;
4 May 1967)

******

The United Statw has apparently suppressed for nearly
22 years confiscated Japanese films showing gruesome after-
effects of the 1945 atomic bombing of Hiroshima. The Ja,pa-
nese Government has asked at least twice tlmt restrictions
on the films be lifted, but the U.S. Government has refused
on the gmunck that it might damage relations between the
two countries. According to repmts, Tokyo Uni.,wiwity scien-
tists rushed b Hiroshima mn after the bombing and began
fdmi~v. The Japanese cameramen were still d work in the
devastated city when ‘U.S. officials arrived and oondscated
their film. But the Americans decided to finish the documen-
tary film and used the same Japanese cameramen on the job.
There is reportedly now some sentiment in Washington for
letting the Japanese decide what, if any, restrictions should
be imposed on showing of the film, if the Japanese shmld
renew their request for its Yelease. There are reportedly
30,000 ft. of movie film at issue, and se”eml copies of the film
are believed to exist. (Now York Times; 18 May 1967)

*****.

A news release from VITA—Volunteers for International
Technical Assistan=repmts that Fm.ncis C. Bunk, a Gem
eral Electric engineer, has returned from a six-month tour in
Taiwan as a VITA field representative. VITA is an interns- =
tionaf association of more than 2500 .seientists, engineers,
educators, and business men in the United States and 50 other
countries. VITA volunteers, by offering their talent and free
time, have helped people in developing areas to find answers
to more than 3400 technical problems. VITA was founded in
1960 chidlly to give persons who cannot go overseas a way
to contribute effectively bo international development. VITA’S
address is: Volunteers for International Technical Assistance,
Inc., College Campus, Schenectady, N.Y. 12306. (VITA News
Release; 11 May 1967)

******

The Japs,nese Ps.rliament has questioned research projects
in Japanese universities which are partly suppmted by funds
from the United States Arm y. According to Japanese tigwres,
the Army has given a, total of a little “over $1 million to
26 .Japanese universities and dbw institutions 50T specific
research projects since 1959. Grants averaging about $11,000
were “nearly all” in the field of bacteriology, pathology, and
physiology. Japanese Foreign Minister Tako Miki said that
if the U.S. Army subsidy was deemed harmful to the national
interest, ‘he Japanese Government would intervene, but he
said that there was no intmticm at this stage bo prevent mch
grants toJapanese institutions. (New York Times: 22 May
1967)

******

The Defense Department plans a series of underground
quclear test6 in the Aleutians. The tests may be carried out
over the n~t two or three years at Arnchitka Island.
Amchitka was the site of an 60-kiloton nuclear explosion set
off 2400 feet below grmmd in October 1965. That expkwion
yielded dzta on the, problem of distinguishing earthquakes
from underground nuclear tests. The Aleutians are seismical- -
ly active. Seismic data in the 1965 tewt yielded a pw,zling
error of 25 kilometers in the location of the explosion.

Underwater shots using conventional explc.sives are to be
fired this summer in the vicinity of the”Aleutians. Cons..+rwa-

(Continued on page 7, column 1)
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ticmists in Alaska and elsewhere have expressed concern over
the effect of the tests, both conventional and nuclear, on
wildlife. But is assumed that precautions will be taken to
protect sea otters, Canadian geese, ducks, and other forms of
wildlife, and there is no consenmu among .mnsemationists
and others that significant damage to wildlife will result.
(N.w York T;~8; 29 May 1967)

******

The AEC now forecasts that U.S. nuclear power plants will
have a generating capacity of between 120,000 and 170,000
megawatts by bbe end of 1980. The clange from the AEC’S
forecast of last year (80,000 to 110,000 megawatts) reflects
the surge of orders and plans for nuclear pwver plants over
the past year. (AEC Release; 31 Me+. 1967)

.* ****

There is newly expressed concern over the ~enetic hazard
to man fmm many pesticide chemicals. ‘TWOBritish geneticists
said the breakdown products of several categories of
pesticidw+t levels to which mm is exposed-were capable
of doubling the mutation rate in man. The results were re-
ported at a meeting of the New York Academy of Sciences.
(~.W Yo?k Tim@s; 4 May 1967)

OREAR-HORNIG EXCHANGE OF LETTERS

(Continued from page 5)

Some Questions on U.S. Policy on Chemical Weapons

Clearly tbe use of anti-crop chemicals on civilian crops
denies food to civilians as well as to the military, and it
probably has more of a devastating effect on civilians than cm
the military. Is not the destruction of civilian crops a viola-
tion of the Law of Land Warfare adopted by the Unitzad
States? (See Field Manual 2%10 (1956 ).)

( Editor’s note: The relevant paragraph, noted by Omar,
from the Army Fidd Manual entitled “The Law of Land
Warfare” reads as follows: “It is especially forbidden to
employ poison or poisoned weqmns. . . Discussion of this
Rule. The foregoing rule does not prohibit me.ammes being
taken to dry up springs, to divert rivers and aqueducts
from their course% or to destroy, through chemical or bac-
terial agents harmless to man, crops intended solely for
consumption by the armed forces (if that fact can be
determined.)

We have heard that the main j&iScation for destruction
of the civilian crops is not to deny food to the Vietcong, but
to use starvation and economic ruin as a means of forcing
the local civilian population out into relocation camps. 1s
there any truth to this? The wording of the leaflets entitled
“Compensation for Crop Losses” which are dropped over
target ar~s seem to support this.

Dr. Hornig’s letter of June 9 refers to “riot control agents?’
Although not stated in his letter, tbe United States is using
these (and perhaps other?) agents in non-riot military
applications. The NW York Tties of Feb. 22, 1966 discusses
an application where CS gas in very large quantities is used
to kill enemy troops by flushing them out of bunkers and
following with B52 saturation bombing. Isn,t such wage
lethal in pmpo$e and thereby contrary to the objectives of
the 1925 Geneva Frotocol for the Prohibition of the Use in
War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous, or Othw Gases, and of
BacteriologimlM ethodsof Warfare? All this seems to be in
contradiction to the United States support of the December 5
United Nations resolution calling upa all States to observe
the principles and objectives of the Geneva Protocol.

JAY OREAR
Department of Physics
Cornell University
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850

THE PRESIDENT AND BASIC RESEARCH

Followi%g is the text of some oommenti entitled “LBJ:
Praise for the Value of Research” by Daniel S. Greenberg
in the 5 MaII 1967 issue of SCIENCE.

If words are “to be taken at face value, all should now be
well between the basic research community and President
Lyndon Johnson, ‘who last year aroused considerable concer,n
by asking whether basic research was bringing a good return
on its costs. When the President asked that, gloom ensued at
points throughout the scientific communiti, and since then he
has been taking some pains to assure scientists that he
actually thinks ml] of them and their work.

The most emphatic of these assurances came on 6 April
when he sent to Congress the 16th anmd report of the
National Science Foundation and accompanied it with a letter
that, in effect, said there is nothing like basic research for
making this a better world. “Scientific research,” declaxed
the President, “is the key with which we wdwk the doors of
the future. As a nation we have learned this only recently<>
Stating that now “the quality of our research is second to
~one,~~the Resident said, ‘<We intend to maintain this high

standard. The task we have set for ourselves is to wrest
from Nature the intellectual treasures with which we will
build the world of tomorrow?’

Tbe President went cm to cite a great number of devices,
materials, and techniques that have resulted from scieniiilc
research. And be added, ‘(We know that we can continue this
flow of benefits to mankind only if we have a large and con-
stantly replenished pool of basic knowledge and understand-
ing to draw upon. . . . We intend to maintain such a pool
with all our talents and resources, w that we can apply it to
our needs. Perhaps most hqxmtant, we intend to maintain
this pool of basic knowledge and understanding beca”w of
the stimulus it provides to our young minds in this challenge
of ideas. Knowledge, as we have learned. from our rich
experience, is not ,a laboratory curiosity. It is a critical &l
for our national health, ow national growth, and the sound
edwmti& of all of us.,, NSF, be wmtin”ed, “is entrns&d,
more than any other single national institution, with tie
responsibility to expand our &ervoir of scientific Imowled&
through research, and to promote excellence in our scieritik%
educatiom>~

A similarly strong statement of support for research was
contained in a telegram the President sent on 18 April to the
48th annual meeting of the American Geophysical Union, in
Washington, “The AGU/’ the telegram stated, “is especially
awmw that mankind cannot fully share in tbe earth>s ab”nd.
ante without stimulating the development of ita resources.’?

Praising the international Upper Mantle Proj% the
President’s telegram stated that “the need to treat the earth
as a whole makes international cooperation imperative.”

On 26 April, just a few hours after returning from Konrad
Adenawr% funeral in GennanF, the President appeared
briefly before the American Physical Society. “I wanted M
meet with you,’> he said, “becaw no gToup of Americans k
mom important m has more b offer mm cxmntrg than the
American Physical Society.>>

As kind as these words are, there are many scientists who

(Continued on page 6, .olmnn 1)
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believe that the overall picture of federal support for research
retlects an incongruity between the President’s praiw and his
budgetary dwisions. The view from the White House, how-
iver, is that in a time of tight budgets research has fared
relatively WW, and, in comparison with Other fede~ly SUP-
p@ed programs, such is the W- In yirtually -~ fl+d of
ies?arch, the Johnson administration has annually incmx+
the amount of federal support. The pmbIem ~ fiat tie P?ce
of increase has not kept up with the appetites of the old-
&e” iwcipienta and the hopes of new competitors for shares
of the money that the federal government provides for m-
search.

If there is anY disappointment as a result of the President’s
statements it is likely to be among those who will take excep-
‘tion to his emphasis bn the usefulness of research. For the
‘basic research community this POW a delicate issue in it3
i+alations with a President who is understandably eager to
solve’ innumerable pressing problems. In an introduction to
the annual report, NSF dirtitor Leland J. Haworth touched
on the subject of utility in noting that generous public suP-
port for research and interest in its applications are “not
‘always imompanied hy an understanding of the fact that
great caution must be practiced in this area lest attempts to
mold ba+ science in the direction of immediate usefulness
not only hurt basic science itself, but also, at least in the long
gm, thwart its very purpose.”

Three years ago, Hawortb put the matter somewhat more
L&mgly, in “a ‘speech to the Nationtd Academy of Sciences.
Addressing his fellow “scientists, Haworth said,. “We . .
MOW the @eat cultuhaI imd intellectu~ value of science. But
we are not good salesmen. The cultural a.fgument, of course,
‘&m@&s with similar i.rguments for other fields of learning.
“And ‘we would, in “my opinion; be hard put to prove unique-
+s for science in this sense. large federal sums for cul-
‘ti&’s +e &i only come when afl cultuie is heayi& sup-
‘@@ SO for’the” present our, best drawing card for fman-
ckd suppofi is the’ ultimate usefulness of science. I do not
‘dMend ‘that “tI@ is w; I simply state it X a f@.”

.,: It was a fact in 1964, and the President’s messages indicate
that it is still a fact.
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not lose the sense of fraternity because of, it; we must not .
lose our fundamental confidence in our fellow scientists.

I think that we have no hope at all if we yield in our belief
in the value of science, in the good that it can be to the world
to know about reality, about nature, to attain a gradually
greater ahd greater control of nature, to learn, to teach, to
understand. I think that if we lose oar faith in this we stop
k&ng scientists, we selI out our heribage, we lose what we
have most of value for this time of crisis.

But there is another thing: we are not only scientists; we
are men, tm. We camnot forget our dependence on our fellow
men. I mean not only our material dependence, without which
no science would be pmssible, and without which we could not
work; I mean aLso our deep moral dependence, in that the
value of science must lie in the world of men, that all our
roots lie there. These are the stnongest Lxn@s in the world,
stronger than those even that bind us to one another, these
are the deepest hinds-that bincl us to our fellow men.
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